SUCCESS STORY

Manufacturing
Client We Served
A global leader in silicones, silicone-based technology and innovation, this company
was an early adopter of the Microsoft® Rights Management Services (RMS) platform.

Problem We Solved
A major requirement was the need to protect client files being viewed with eDrawings
within a location in the Asia Pacific. This location represented major growth potential for
the client as they expanded into new markets. The company’s concern centered on being
able to share sensitive building drawings and machining practices, along with future research
and development data that would be created out of new silicone products.

Product Implemented
GigaTrust began working with this client in early November 2008 via online meetings
and web demos. The GigaTrust Enterprise Plus product was introduced as a solution to
their need to share and protect their data with outside vendors, customers and partners.
The GigaTrust team quickly put together a test site to show how the manufacturing
company’s vendors and partners could view and protect files via eDrawings. GigaTrust
also demonstrated the Delegated Administration features, which are under the final
stages of development and testing. GigaTrust’s ability to support external clients and
CAD file formats as well as demonstrate features such as Delegated Administration
were keys to solving the content security needs of this client.

Client Satisfaction Is the Proof
“Sharing our drawings and trade secrets with our partners and clients is critical to our
business success and GigaTrust allows us to do this confidently without information
leaks or loss of time to the production schedule.”

About GigaTrust
GigaTrust is a cutting-edge provider of email security and content
protection software products and services with customers in both the public
and private sectors. GigaTrust is the only provider of the Intelligent Rights
ManagementTM solution, which combines innovative next-generation
content security technologies built on the foundation of Microsoft® Rights
Management Services. In February 2003, the firm formed a strategic
partnership with Microsoft and formally launched the first in the family of
proprietary Intelligent Rights Management products based on the Rights
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Management Services (RMS) security platform. GigaTrust is a Microsoft
Gold Certified Partner. GigaTrust’s family of products and services is easy
to use and easy to deploy for either the author or recipient of protected
content. GigaTrust’s products and services include security solutions for
email/attachments and document protection, automated external user
provisioning, web content, network file shares, content repositories,
discovery enablement, and the BlackBerry mobile device. For more
information about GigaTrust, visit www.gigatrust.com.
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